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Abstract: Multimedia social networks (MSNs) provide great convenience to users,
while privacy leaks issues are becoming prominent. The studies on relationshipbased access control have been widely used in social networks. However, with the
dynamic development of social networks and rapid growth of user information, the
access control does not completely meet the current system’s need. In this paper,
an attribute-based access control model called ABAC–MSN is proposed for MSNs.
This model comprehensively considers user attributes, environment attributes and
resource attributes, not only including relationships among users. In this model,
users can set multimedia usage control policies based on three categories of userdefined attributes. A formal theoretical model is established, which includes constraint rules, data flow rules, policy conflict resolution mechanism, and applied
to CyVOD.net, a multimedia social-network-platform prototype systems. The deployment and application denote that this method effectively and flexibly addresses
use-case scenarios of multi-attribute-based media access control, and improves the
access security of social media platforms and resources.
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Introduction

With the rapid development of social networks platforms where users can access and
share multimedia resources online, multimedia social networks have played a crucial
role in daily life. In MSNs platforms, users can quickly and easily share multimedia
content with their friends, families and colleagues. These social networks, which
have become the most popular networks services in recent years, have attracted a
large number of users on a global scale. According to YouTube official statistics
report, YouTube has over a billion users, almost a third of all people on the Internet,
and every day people watch hundreds of millions of hours of YouTube videos and
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